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The meeting was called to order at ll'. 50 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 127 (continued) 

DEEPENING AND CONSOLIDATION O;F INTERNATIONAL, DE'I'ENTE AND PREVENTION OF THE DANGER 

OF NUCLEAR HAR (A/32/242; AjC.l/32/L.l and L.2) 

The CHAIRMAN: Representatives will recall that from the very beginning 

I said I would appreciate their co-operation in making it ~cssible for us to 

start a little bit earlier th~n hap peen our pr~ctice; I suggested that we 

should be able to start at 10.30 a.m. and 3 p.m. I would again request their 

co-operation in this regard 

Mr. BOYA (Benin) (interpretation from French): Sir, my delegation 

extends to you its warmest cong~atulations upon your election to the post of 

Chairman of the F · n i Committee. Your outstanding qualities as a diplomat 

well acquainted with international affairs guarantee the success of our work. 

My delegation's congratulations go also to the other officers of the Committee. 

You may rest ucsur~d that you can count on the active and sincere co-operation 

of the delegation of Benin. 

The :LtH'' a~ present. \J_Lder discus2jcL, L'cncernj_y"g the deeper1in!S and 

consolidation of international detent~ and prevention of the danger of nuclear 

war,is a very important matter indeed. My Government is grateful to the 

Soviet delegation for introducing this question in order to enable the 

international community to become even more aware of the importance to it of 

the sacred concepts of peaceful co-existence and fruitfMl, beneficial co-operation 

among all nations, large and small, rich and poor al~ t;c;. 

From the analysis made by my Government, it follows that international 

detente, if extended geographically and politically to all nations, will 

constitute a decisive element for peace, security and international co-operation. 

My Government favours a policy of detente to create or recreate a mutually 

beneficial climate of confidence. The item introduced by the Soviet Union 

allows my delegation,for tpe first time,to see the political implications of 

true international detente. 
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Present developments in international developments shovr that it is in the 

interest of no one to provol<::e another world war, be it nuclear or conventional. 

I must add that from our analysis of the international situation we have 

concluded that if a third world 1-rar breaks out it will necessarily be, mwlP.ar, 

which will represent the end of mankind, since no one would be spared. 

International detente, if truly pursued with confidence, will make, it 

possible to diminish, if not eliminate, the danger of a third world uar. 

International detente, as pursued, has already yielded some beneficial results, 

such as the elimination of the cruel manifestations of the cold Har, while 

opening new horizons in the area of co-operation among countries vith different 

sor::iu--r;olitical sys-~ems. These are realities which we must all ackno-vrledge. 

But international detente must be deepened and better defined in order to solve 

the most burning problems of our time: foreign domination, racism, armed 

aggression and local conflicts which are prompted by reactionary and imperialist 

forces, unacceptable economic inequalities, and so forth. 

The People 1 s Republic of Benin, at the level of relations among independent 

States, feels that the deepening and consolidation of international detente is 

a peaceful battle of ideas, peaceful co-existence - in another words, co-existence 

within the same region or continent, of different politico-socio-economic systems -

and the elimination of the imperialist policy of destapilizing progressive regimes, 

and an end to imperialist mercenary acts of aggression. 

At the level of the liberation of peoples of all nations, international 

detente signifies the peaceful decolonization of the whole of Africa, 

in other words, the elimination of colonialism and of retrograde minority 

racist regimes in southern Africa. 

At the economic relations ,level, detente should lead the great Pouers to accept 

the economic equality of States. 

The question appearing in agenda item 127, introduced by the SJviet Union, 

should enable us to carry out a clear and objective examination of the present 

situation. The Government of Benin will tal:e all the necessary steps to give 

its activcc suppc>rt tc• all me::wures that may be ar~_optAcl_ by the GenrerCJ.l 1\ssembly 

for the deepeninc; ar:d consolidation of international deter::te and the prevent-ion· 

of the danc;er of nucle~r war. 
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Mr. FLORIN (German Democratic Republic) (interpretation from Russian): 

Mr. Chairman, permit me at the beginning of my statement to congratulate you 

on behalf of the delegation of the Geman Democratic Republic on your election 

to preside over this important Committee of the thirty-second session of the 

United Nations General Assembly. I should also like to extend our congratulations 

to the Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur. 

A new initiative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics appears on our 

agenda: rrDeepening and conso~idation of international detente and prevention 

of the danger of nuclear warn. The issu~s here are important ones affecting the 

very fate of this and future generations. On the basis of our policy of peace 

and mututal understanding founded on principle, the German Democratic Republic 

welcomes and supports the recent proposals of the USSR with regard to,tpe 

adoption of an appropriate declaration, as well as a draft resolution, 

Vle value highly this new step tal\:en py the USSR in this sixtie ch anniversary year 

of the Great October Socialist Revolution. It is a reflection of the consistent 

policy"of peace -vrhich has always highlighted major questions of development, 

has established goals and methods, and h~s promoted - and continues to promote

implementation of the relevant decisions. 
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In submittinG these documents on the deepening and consolidation of 

international detente and on the prevention of the dan[_Ser of nuclear -v1ar, 

the Soviet Union has expressed the hopes and aspirations of the peoples (Y'' 

tL ''Cr=_r:I tc llv<C: in circums+;ances of lasting peace and security. 

Indeed it is high time for the United Nations to ~hl'GTfl all its authority 

into the work of stimulating the process of detente on a world ::~rle 

During the general debate at the thirty-second sessi-:m of the General 

Assembly the representatives of a majority of Member States devoted 

attention to the process of detente, and this is only understandable since 

in the past few years a number of important bilateral and 11111]tiJ 8 tc:J·c:J 

agreements have been signed, 11bich hs \re sc:rv"'r:'- tu p·on1o+:e 'hot;h the; deveJ vpmcnt of 

normal, peacr:f11l arcd mutually advantageous :i r:ter- St. ate 1·c:La tions on tre l'aS is of 

universally acknowledged norms of international law as enshrined in the 

United Nations Charter, anL1 tte clim:'natioL of eAisting hotbeds of 

conflict. But vJe cannot fail to uote ttat the proces:c' CJf detente 

is still not a stable one. It still has to be extended to all parts of 

the world, and we find Ua t forces are still at work attempting to turn 

the peoples and States of the Vlorld back to a ldnd of cold war. As the 

ForeiGn Minister of Yugoslavia aeL:ed in h:'s statemect :i"l t~e general debate 
11 is it not high time to exert our utmost efforts so that we can begin 

to overcome negative tendencies and resistance to the process of 

relaxation of tensions, as well as to thwart attempts at making use 

of detente for achieving narrow objectives?n (A/32/PV.l4, p. 26). 

It would be taking ns too far if I were to attempt here to enumerate 

all the v7ell-known positive results of efforts to achieve inten'c:t'c:-ml 

detente and to strengthen universal peace and international security. Ishould just 

like to cite ~he Final ~ct. of the ConfereLce on Se~~ri~v and Co-orer2t:ion 

in Europe, the cessation of -vwr in the Indo-China peninsula and the 

understanding on a c::ertain limitation of armaments. As for the factors 

which have curbed the continuance of detente, these, in our view, include 

amonc; others the desire "-.o es,:::f"'lete the arn1s race) interve'ltion in l:he 

internal affairs of other States, denial tu developir"g countries of the r:igh'!; 
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of sovereignty over their o-vm natural resources and the prov'Jking 'Jf military 

confrontations amone; States. The United Nations should focus its efforts 

'Jn barring the way to the opponRnts of =:etente and lendine; more momentum 

to the process 'Jf detente. In this sense :we vieH the proposals submitted 

by the Soviet Union as appropriate precisely f'Jr providing more momentum 

to efforts whose purpose ts the ensuring of a peaceful future for mankind. 

The proposals of the Soviet Union embrace international pr'Jcesses 

and problems tn one complex whole. They reflect the actual development of 

events and urc;ent requirements of the time. He have in mind the combining 

of political and military measures to create a lasting and lons-term 

foundation for detente and the prevention of nuclear war. This ts also 

related to the fact that we have here included all the major fields of 

inter nat tonal act tvi ty in the process of the m8terislizat:'..on of detente. 

Pride of place, of course, c;oes to the questt'Jn of disarmament, with 

regard to which the Soviet proposals contain ri mc;T'l~=r o" =~= ~r=n~ely 

valuable initiatives. Of equal stgntftcance ts the need to promote 

the liberation of all colonially oppressed peoples and the eltminattcn of 

racist regimes and the remaining vestiges of national oppression. 

Genuine detente, without any doubt, involves the final elimination 

of the old colonial system. The overwhelming majority of Member States 

of our Organization have repeatedly confirmed that the peoples struggling 

for their liberation from the colonial yoke have the rte;ht to wage their 

struggle tn all appropriate ways in view of the arbitrary rule Pnn 

oppression prBctise,J by the circles which are still dominant. The norms 

of relations between States should not be translated to the realm of 

relations between liberation movements and oppressive regimes. The purpose 

of our efforts to continue and accelerate the process of detente certainly 

does not l i.e in recommending that the national l tberation n:0vercents pursue 

any kind of peaceful coexistence with the colonialist and racist oppressors. 

Hhen we talk of the process of detente we have in mind too liberation from 

colonialism and racism. In our vieu, tt is incumbent upon all Member States 

of the United Nations to promote that cause equally. 
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The process of detente also presupposes the all-round development of 

equal and mutually advantageous economic relations on a just basis, due 

account being taken of the interests of developing countries. This 

question has been discussed over and over again in our Organization and 

has been set down definitively in the decisions of principle taken by 

the General Assembly. The Soviet docur·.ent incluC.~s recommendPtions for 

the overcoming of conflicts and for constructive co-operation in promotine 

the exercise of human rights. The draft declaration of the Soviet Union 

proceeds from the premise that it is a necessity to implement the 

multilateral agreements and treaties which have been concluded and whi~h 

serve the cause of the strengthening of international security and the 

development of peaceful relations, and this is indubitably an extremely 

serious question. 
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In recent years a number of treaties and agreements have been concluded 

and understandings ~--.:ac:C.ed wtich ':lave ')e•::~mo- possible as s result of 

tre beginning of detente, have laid the foundation for the normalization of 

relations between States, have led to an easing of tension in whole areas of 

":;he world and have given further momentum to the vlhole process of detente. 

':!:his developmenttsJ_. ·,Jith reascm, been ''elc·::.rr;o:=d in all querters. How::ver) 

::.f those treaties, agreements and understandings are not respected or are even 

v:olated then the atmosphere becomes poisoned and new dangerous situations 

a:'ise. 

For example, if we recognize the principle of the sovereign equality of 

Etates as laid down in the United Nations Charter this should be reflected in 

·:~ ," ~Ln~ among States Members of '.,h2 United Nations. Furthermore, :ven in 

oilateral treaties and agreements if the principle of equality is laid down 

:t is logical to expect that no problem should arise concerning the question 

::>f the mutual recognition of citizenship. Therefore the refusal to recognize 

~itizenship is something which we must -c"il. ~:r: anachronism, to say the 

least. This kind of anachronism is used to propagate and even to ~rR~t::.se 

the policy of intervention in the internal a~fairs of other States. This 

complicates inter-State relations, undermines the foundations of mutual 

understanding in reso~ving issues which are of mutual interest and has 

:1egative consequences. 

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic welcomes the fact that 

the draft declaration submitted by the Soviet Union calls upon all States to 

pursue a policy of non-~ r1terferenr.e "_l, P.ach other 1 s "_nterna l a_'fA irs and n'utual 

respect for sovereignty and indeoendence. In our view a comprehensive approach to 

the major issues of the development of the process of de~ente is also reflected 

in the fact that tbe Soviet initiative vigorously supports the extending of 

the process of detente to all parts of the world and proposes that the 

General Assembly ('all solemn::..y upon all States to continue and -i_ntensify their 

efforts to deepen and consolidate international detente. The process of 

detente cannot possibly be the business of just a few States even though they 

may be the most powerful and largest States in the military sense and 
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therefore bear major and special responsibility. These are questions of 

international relations in the development of which all States, great and 

small, regardless of their social system, do and must participate. 

The German Democratic Republic is not among the most powerful States in 

the world - as a matter of fact, it is among the smaller States - but for 

the sake of peace and security we are determined to do everything in our 

power in this respect. ltle realize fully the special features of our situation 

on the boJndaries between States with different social systems. 

The Soviet proposals outline far-reaching goals. At the same time they 

indicate realistic ways and means of attaining those goals. He believe that 

those proposals are acceptable to all States, for they reflect fundamental 

international legBl ·)Lligations as contained in the United Nations 

Charter and in other bilateral and multilateral ::.nctrumr::.nts. II'. other 1wr0.s, 

they reproduce som' of the fundamental points in the basic instruments to 

which Member States of the United Nations, or the overwhelming majority of 

them at least, have already subscribed. Furthermore they are buttressed 

by growing recognition of the fact that there is no sensible alternative 

to detente. 

The delegation of the German Democratic Republic welcomes tb-2 fact 

that the Soviet initiative concentrates the attention of the United Nations 

on the implementation of detente on a world scale. The proposals of the 

USSR are indeed in keeping with the great responsibility our Orr,Ani7.Hti,ln 

bears for the maintenance of peace and security throughout the world. The 

adoption of these proposals will enhance the authority of the United Nations, 

and the internati,nal community will once again be able to see that our 

Organization is aware of its responsibility. It seems to me that in 

adopting these proposals our Organization will be encouraging all those 

people who are concerned for the future of mankind to make fu.rther eff.;rts 

to implement the policy of detente in international relations. 

Trust is a very important thing in ~n-.ernc<':;' ::meJ relations. 

Dv-' attention is there:' ore paid tn the question of trust in the Soviet doC'ument. 

Tourism of itself will not create a clim&te of trust and v.1e know this very 
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'dell from the pc?riod. just before the beginning of the Second -,·Torld \'Jar. Trust 

can be created and developed only in circumstances of stable international 

relations in accordance with international norms. 

Trust and disarmament, of course, are closely interdependent: without 

trust there can be no disarmament, but without disarmament there can be no 

trust. In this regard the Soviet proposals are of interest inasmuch as they 

provide fc.r both a political declaration and a concrete resolution on the 

prevention of the danger of nuclear war. The prevention of nuclear war is 

the key issue in international development and here it is important to 

prevent both the outbreak of situations which contain the seeds of the danger 

of the launching of ~~c;_cl'c:cr v7ar and the development of ne>~ types cf 

nuclear weapons, i.n •1rcler in the final analysis to achieve a general 

prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and the elimination of those 

we a pons. 
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We are happy to note that further understandings have already been 

achieved on the prevention of uncontrolled and accidental use of nuclear 

weapons. My delegation expresses the hope that at least nn this q)lestion it 

will be possible to achieve understanding among all nuclear Powers. The 

Soviet proposal goes further. It provides for rr:t:as·;xef:l such as the 

cessation of all nuclear-weapon testing; the withdrawal of all vessels 

carrying nuclear weapons from certain areas of the world's oceans; the 

creation of nuclear-free zones, the status of which should be respected by 

the nuclear Powers; the prevention of the further proliferation of nuclear 

weapons without impeding the peaceful use of nuclear energy. 

The draft resolution submitted by the Soviet Union is designed to 

stimulate talks cL disarmament in various bodies. My delegation believes 

that the draft resolution is worded most felicitously. It is 0riPnted 

towards the attainment of far-reaching goals while preserving the necessary 

flexibility with regard to individual reeasures. In the view of my delegation 

it is well-founded to argue that the nuclear Powers bear particular 

responsibility for detente and the prevention of nuclear war, because it 

is only by means of their co-operation that, in the final axa~ys:i.s, it 

will be possible to find a positive solution for all time of the vital 

problem of mankind. But no less true is another point, which refers to the 

need for all States to contribute, themselves, positively and independently, 

to the promotion of international detente. 

On behalf of the German Democratic Republic, I wish to state here that 

our socialist State is ready to do this, and therefore it supports the Soviet 

proposals which have been submitted. 

Er. 't:=::'·.:-:" •. II'.::'E)FJrL=s (Gree'!e): 'Ihe Greek delesation vievs as 

constructive the ini t:i.ati ve of incluc.ing the new i tern entitled "Deepening 

and consolidation of international detente and prevention of the danger of 

nuclear war" in the c.ger:da cf t:rJ.e current thirty-second sessicn of th8 

United Natio~s General Assembly. 
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As my Foreign Minister stated during the general debate, Greece is in 

favour of the policy of detente. In pursuit of this policy Greece has 

actively participated in the preparatory meeting in Belgrade of the 

Conference on Gecurity and Co-operation in Europe and we intend to continue 

this effort in co-operation with the countries signatory to the Helsinki 

Final Act in order to seek additional measures likely to reinforce security 

and co-operation in Europe, and trusting that the positive development of 

detente in Europe will have a favourable influence on co-operation and peace 

in the Mediterranean as well as in other regions in the world. 

The new item under discussion therefore corresponds in general terms 

with the policy of my Government. However, the subjects covered by the 

draft declaration and draft resolution submitted to our Committee are indeed 

broad and complex. It now falls upon us to discuss them fully, in depth 

and width, in good faith and with open minds, so that the final text might 

cover, as much as possible, the entire spectrum of this colossal problem 

before us, uhich the world expectantly challenges us to solve. 

My country is a non-nuclear State and intends to remain so. Though 

1ve consider the discussion of nuclear disarmament useful, indeed 

indispensable, we see the problem of disarmament as a whole, including 

both nuclear and conventional fields. Only thus may we reach a satisfactory 

text encompassing in a comprehensive uay the aim of achieving general and 

complete nuclear disarmament for the sake of the present and future 

generations of mankind. Only thus could we speak of real progress. 

It is an elementary prerequisite that all non-nuclear countries be 

given effective guarantees against the use or threat of use of nuclear 

weapons, as 1-rell as of all other weapons of massive destruction, against 

our peopl~who do not have nor wish to have effective means of retaliation. 

1le thus see the matter in a composite way. 

~le submit that the draft resolution before us should include the 

prevention of the danger of conventional war and that it should be placed 

clearly within the context of the Charter. 
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Lastly, my delegation submits that steps shouln be taken tn 8stablish that 

the C.ecisions of the Security Council and. the r~soluticns o:f the General Assembly 

.J.re respected anc. implemented by all. 

Only t;;r effectively prohibiting war, whether nuclear or conventional, 

together 1tTi th the respect and application of the decisions of the Security 

CoQ~cil and the resolutions of the General Assembly can real peace through 

justice be established in international relations. 

T.Te must also not lose from sight, in daaling with the present item, 

the general goals that we have set nurselves in the special session of 

the General Assembly next year devoted to disarmament. 

My delegation will gladly participate in the debate on this item at a 

later stage. Its vote will depend of course on the final text that 

emerges from the discussion in our Committee. 

Mr. YANKOV (Bulgaria): Mr. Chairman1 allow me first of all most 

cordially to ccne;;re.tulate you, as an e:ninent representative of friendly 

Ghana, and also the other officers of the Committee1 the Vice-Chairmen, 

Ambassador Imre Hollai of Hungary and Ambassador Ilkka Pastinen of Finland, 

as well as the Rapporteur, Mr. Correa of Mexico. I ~rish you 

success in your highly responsible mission and I pledge my delegation's 

full co-operation with you. 
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For a number of years, the agenda of the General Assembly has featured 

important and topical items related to measures, prerequisites and initiatives 

aimed at strengthening international security. It is \mrth v!hile noting that 

this year's general debate devoted considerable attention to this issue< There 

v1ere a great number of Foreign Ministers and Heads of St0te ·pho found this item 

to be at the core of present-day international relations. "He should also emphasize 

the fact that the First Committee has commenced its 110rk by discussing a 

question of exclusive significance vJhich touches on the very foundations of 

present-day international relations. There is no doubt that consideration of 

the question of the deepening and consolidation of international detente and 

the prevention of the danger of a nuclear war (item 127 of the agenda) which was 

introduced on the initiative of the Soviet Union, and the adoption of relevant 

Clocuments ip this regard, will have a positive impact on the situation in the 

world today. It will also help to enhance further the role of the United Nations 

in the strengthening of international peace and security. 

It is well known that this role has increased to a considerable degree 

in recent years. The credit for this should be given to the adoption by the 

United Nations of such important instruments as the Declaration on the Granting 

of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security and the Declaration on the Principles 

of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among 

States in ac.:-:urJa!lce with the Charter of the United Nations, and a number 

of others which had a positive impact on the improvement of the international 

climate and provided a sizeable impetus to the development of the process of 

the reconstruction of international relations on just and democratic grounds. 

That is vrhy we hold the vievr that the adoption by the United Nations of 

the draft resolution and declaration on this crucial issue constitutes an 

important task for the United Nations. He would recall that in 1960 11hen 

resolution 1514 (XV) was submitted there were voices of doubt as to vlhether 

this was vlithin the purview of the United Nations and whether a declaration of 

that kind would bring us closer to the attainment of the aims of the United Nations. 

~here have been some other instances when similar problems were discussed and 
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again doubts were raised. But what about the i•isc-. .l< ., of the United Nations? 

The United Nations is supposed to operate through political actions, through 

recommendations and resolutions, ir: :r:~ul·tlJ~'TiJ·t:~ tlle J•n·rc·::: .·:: R,,·l l·:r;N~}lJles 

enshrined in the Charter. 

' r < present stage of political detente in the world has l'( 11- ::c: ul:: 

as a result of many factors, such as bilateral and multilateral initiatives 

advanced by quite a number of States and political organizations. ~'-Jc 1 ·e-·-; 

they often take opposing stands, nevertheless it is noteworthy that with 

respect to the urgent need of international d{c "C::-_":;c:: they arrive at a common 

ground. In our view, a leading, role in the promotion of this process has 

been played by the CC'<rie"~ Union. The new Soviet proposal . <"·l·i u.ndc:r 

consideration is a logical sequence of the consistent struggle of the Soviet 

State, since its inception ~) years ago, to deepen and materialize detente 

and to establish in international relations Lenin's principles of peaceful 

coexistence among States >vith ~ :· :f:'r'eJ:F:r/c social systems. 

Although detente has received considerable development and continues 

to be the most important trend in international relations, the achievements 

so far cannot cloud the fact that this process '-~3 not yet been strengthened 

enough, that it is liable to waver and come to a standstill. The danger of 

a ret ',:rn to the rer.i od of -':;he col<:\. \var c.:anr"ot l::e enti:re:ly excL:.deC.. Fo::;t

war history teaches us that it is very easy to cut dovm the saplings of 

detente and to aggravate the political climate, while it is extremely 

diffiault to overcome the inertia of the cold war and tp ensure a steady 

advancement of the relaxation of international tensions. For detemte is 

not an immobile phenomenon, something that can te permanently taken for 

e;:ro.nte.i but a dynamic precess) 'if'!. '~t its t.::.ps and dmms) wbicl1 is to bring 

mankind to a period of lasting peace and guaranteed security. 

It is the prime duty of the United Nations to take an active part 

in the strengthening of international detente as a. basic rre:rc]uisite f'c,r 

the settlement of all major international problems. Just like a good 

b;.i c2 _. who, before erecting the building itself, consolidates its foundations, 

so the United Nations ought to make its contribution to the strengthening of 

the foundations of the new structure of international relations. This commitment 
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of the world Organization stmns from the basic provisions of its Charter 

which dc~t'i.ne the role of the United Nat.i ons in the maintenance of :peace 

and security in the world. It also stems from article 27 of the Declaration 

on the Strengthening of International Security, in which the General Assembly: 

"Emphasizes the need :for the United Nations to exert continUO\J.f:' 

efforts for the strengthening of international peace and security ••• " 

(General Assembly resolution 2734 (X2~)) 

It is generally recognized that the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe provided a powerful impetus to detente. The 1-eGJ.>Je 's 

Republic of Bulgaria, being an active participant at the Conferenc~, is 

doing all within its power for the i.!lp 1.P.meLtA.t Len of the Final Act. vie 

believe that the meeting which. is now being held in Belgrade will be 

another step in this di r·ed ·, ·n Yet no matter how important C.he Final 

h.ct may -,,e,it must be admitted that it concerns above all those States 

which hav1= signed it and that basically it is concentrated on the European 

continent. In this world of ir"terre_'_atic.nships; in this world where :peace 

is indivisible, however, it is impossible :for separate oases of detente 

to exist for long when tensions reign in (t}E'r parts of the world. It 

is therefore necessary tor the impact of detente to assume global dimensions 

and to become universal. This can and must be. done with the active co-operation 

of the United Nations and of all Member States. For detente is not a formula 

whereby one can define relations tetwceu the strongest Statet:> j r. terms 

of military ar..d rc=_itica~ potential_. or between members of military and 

political blocs. Detente is a vital necessity for all States, big and 

small, from east and west, developed and developing, without distinction as to 

to their soci-political systems. The need to spread detente to other 

regions of the world has been repeatedly emphasized in various organs of 

the United Nations, as well as in other forums such as regional meetings, 

the conference of the non-aligned movement held last year in Colombo and 

other international governmental and non-governmental gatherings. 
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It would therefore, in our view, be very strange if at this stage the United 

Nations were to remain outside this process and be unable to lend its 

contribution to its promotion. For this reason we consider the current 

discussion as a natural continuation of the efforts of the world Organization 

in this field. 

There are other reasons that rec;:Jirg prompt and <:ffccti vc measures in 

this rsspect. 

International detente as an objective possibility has existed throughout 

the entire post-war period. Its realization has been thwarted, however, 

because of subjective considerations and the actions of certain circles 

that -vmuld tip the balance :in favcur of choosing the path to the "cold war" 

and everything connected with it, such as the arms race and the division of 

the world into opposing military and political blocs. The opponents of 

detente have not laid down their weapons even today. He cannot disregard 

the fact that these circles are again stirring into activity, particularly 

now when the question concerns the consolidation of the results achieved, 

when the posi-':;ive trend is to be made irreversible. Of course these circles 

do not draw their strength from wide public support but from an enormous 

financial and military establishment and a wide network of political ties 

and influence upon the mass media. 

If detente is judged by its roots and consequences, it surpasses the 

framework of inter-State relations affecting only a limited number of countries. 

\le cannot share the view expressed by some previous speakers that detente, 

in their opinion, means a dialogue among a few. Detente must be vie>ved within 

a wider social and historical context as a factor that has a global impact 

upon all the major problems of the present-day world and ::tffects all C('ttnt ries 

in the 1·0rld. In actual f0ct, there is not a single important item on the 

agenda of the current session of the General Assembly that is not in one way 

or another directly dependent on or influenced by the status of detente. 

On the other hand, many of those problems directly influence the international 

climate. That is why detente must be considered not as an abstract concept 

but in close relationship with fnndamente,l in l~;:;-"natione.l proble11:s. Dete::.te 

needs to be extended both horizontally in its geographical dimensions and 

vertically, that is, in various spheres of international relations. 
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Questions were raised during the debate as to why well-known principles 

of the Charter and other United Nations instruments needed to be reiterated 

again; to whom the new documents are to be addressed and why t1'is :· tem :is being 

put forward for consideration now. Is it too early or too late? In other 

words, what are the grounds that justify consideration of this item, and why 

must a document in the form of a '!.--!l:i ted Nationr:; dscla:r'ation t<~ acTopte-n at this stage? 

He do jcot intend to go into dd2.il in trying to answer these questions. 

However, we feel obliged to express our views on these points. 

I should like to dwell here on a question of a preliminary nature that 

seems to occupy the attention of many delegations. This is about the kind of 

action that the United Nations is supposed to take on this issue. As is known, 

the Soviet Union proposes that the General Assembly should, as a first step, 

adopt a declaration on deepening and consolidating international 6f-tsntP.. 

The Bulgarian delegation considers that this is a timely proposal and fully 

supports it. Uhy do we think so? 

First of all, the question unrler consideration is not a routine one of 

a peripheral nature. As I said earlier, it concerns the very foundations of 

international relations. In considering similar questions in the past, 

the General Assembly preferred to resort to declarations, the moral, political 

and binding force of which as a code of conduct was most explicit. The 

United Nations is, by its very nature and ec~peterce: supposed to act through 

such instruments. 

Secondly, the present moment when this question is being discussed is a 

crucial one in a sense, and it is incumbent upon the United Nations to assert, 

pertinently and mr.st rer:;olntely, its support of the cause of c16tente. 

Thirdly, the adoption of a declaration will stress the consistent nature 

of United Nations actions in the discussion of basic problems related to 

international peace and security and the interrelationship that exists between 

the current discussion and other United Nations documents that have been 

considered as important contributions by this Organization towards the 

maintenance of international peace and security and the promotion of 

co-operation among nations. 
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Fourthly, a declaration would provide better opportunities for a future 

study and elaboration of the basic aspects and requirements of international 

detente as a policy trat is not a short-term one but as a policy that has universal 

Such a declaration will not only promote the compliance by States with existing 

bilateral and multilateral treaties on international security and co-operation, 

but ~·ouln. r:C;Etribute tn anrl. serve as a basis for future in-ternational ;?olitical 

agreements in this field, as has been the case with other similar United Nations 

declarations. In our opinion, the draft declaration represents a real programme 

of action that is to be taken by the ,.,-orld Organization. He a,re 

convinced that the General Assembly must adopt a declaration on this question 

and a relc..tec1 res0llr'::;icn on or.e nf i tR nost importFmt aspect,s, namely, the 

prevention of the danger of nuclear war. 

The draft declaration rightly emphasizes the urgent need to take decisive 

action on one of the most significant and long-standing problems at present, 

namely, the curbing of the arms race. It is the arms race that is the most 

difficult hurdle on the path to the strengthening of mutual trust, and there 

is no more urgent task now than that of pntting an end to the stockpiling of 

armaments. It is common knowledge that the arms race is a material preparation 

for war and conceals immense danger to the lives of people and the future 

of mankind. In addition to this danger, 1rhich has bc:en repeatedly 

brought to the fore, I should lil~e to stress that the arms race has a tremendous 

negative impact on the entire system of international relations. It breeds 

and spreads daily, and even hourly, an atmosphere of distrust and suspicion 

among States, and diverts attention and efforts from peaceful co-operation. 
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'I'here :'..s only one \IBY out of the present situation. As pointed out in 

the~ llell-foundec"L report o:f the Secretary-General dealing with economic and 

social consequ~nces of the armaments race and its extremely harmful effects 

on 1:orld i?eace and security: 
11Effective security cannot 1--.e ac~i-2v2l today by further armamento. 

The 11orld has lon[S since reached the point where security can only be 

sought in disarmament and in the expansion of international co-operation 

among all countries in all fields, the establishment, on the basis of 

mutual benefit, of tieswhi~h willpermit the elimination of present 

sources of tension and conflicts and the suppression of the relevance 

of forcP in international relations. 11 (A/32/88, p. 6, para. 2) 

're alPrming fact is that military expenditures on a global scale are 

skyrocketing. In 197)+ some placed these expenditures at around 

$:.-::cc millicn· then, in th2 following years, as the report of the Secretary

G2ne.,.nl shovls, it reachedabout $350 billion. (op. cit., p. 9, para. 14) 

These expenditures are a heavy burden on the shoulders of the ~~orking 

oeople throughout th'" world. 

Once again I v1ould like to affirm here the position of the People 1 s 

Republic of Bulgaria vii th respect to the ·need to take pro~pt measures 

for disarmament. Just a fe1-1 days ago, speaking before the sixty-fourth 

Gonferenc~ of the Inter-Parliamentary Union held in Sofia, the First Secretary 

of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party and President of 

the State Council, Todor Zhivkov, said: 
11Political detente should not only be strengthened and develop2d but it 

should also be supplemented by a detente in the military field as soon 

as possible. It is high time that practical steps 1-1ere tak2n, first, te 

. ""1d trv' testinr~ o, nucleEJJ.' ,.,·eapons; secondly, to observe 

the r::oreaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 'i-!eapons; thirdly, to prohibit 

of chemical weapons and nevi kinds of weapons o+> mass destruction; fourthly, 

to cnrte il military buC.rets; and, fifthly, to reduce armaments and 

armed forces in Central Europe. The world must set out boldly along the 

road to general and comolete disarmament under strict international 

control." 
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'I'he most important aspect of the struggle to deepen international 

detente is undoubtedly that of preventing a world thermo-nuclear war. It is 

not accidental that these two questions are interrelated under the current 

item. My delegation found it somewhat strange to hear in this room a reference 

to the priority given to the problem of preventing world thermo-nuclear war, for 

it is common knowledge, and I need not emphasize it, that it is indeed 

thermo-nuclear war that, by its destructive dimensions, its economic burden 

and its political implications, is of primary importance for the international 

community. This does not mean that conventional wars are condoned. This does 

not mean in any way that conventional armaments should not be limited. This 

does not mean in any way the establishment of a kind of contradiction among 

the different measures in "Le field of disarmament. 

In his statement, the representative of the Soviet Union emphasized the 

need to take urgent measures in this field. I should like to point out a very 

important aspect of the Soviet draft resolution. It constitutes a comprehensive 

approach, that is to say, the commitment of all nuclear and non-nuclear-States, 

big and small, to the specific requirements towards them ensuing from the general 

will to avert a nuclear war. Of course, the nuclear Powers and the 

permanent members of the Security Council have special responsibilities in 

this regard. Although many of tse provisions in the draft resolution are 

in fact well-known principles, which have been elaborated in a number of other 

documents, their reiteration here and now is required because of the need 

in the present international situation to give a new impetus to the common 

endeavour which .is formulated in preambular paragraph 3 of the draft 

resolution: " ••• to take all possible measures to ensure that the. danger of 

an outbreak of nuclear war is diminished and eventually removed. • •• " 

(A/C .1/32/L. 2) 

The fundamental aspect of the Soviet draft resolution, together with 

the draft declaration, is the creation of a code of conduct for all States 

for the consolidation of detente in the struggle to avert a nuclear war. 

That is why the People 1 s Republic of Bulgaria fully supports the two Soviet 

documents. 
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An encouraging st:op in this direction, and one which we welcome, is the 

e:xpressed readiness of the Soviet Union, the United States of America and the 

United Kingdom to acc~pt a moratorium on underground nuclear-weapons tests. 

r:e hope that the other nuclear Pm1ers will also join in this move. H2 hope 

~hat they 'dll also adhere to the treaties on the prohibition of nuclear 

'jests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, on the non-proliferation 

)f nuclear l·leapons, and on the prohibition of the emplacement of these vleapons 

in outer snace and on the ocean floor. This will be real steps on the 

r"Jad to the prevention of a nuclear war. 

A serious threat to world peace arises from the military hotbeds and 

~onflicts which continue to smoulder and flare now and then in various parts 

.)f the vlorld. That is 1·1hy the appeal in the draft declaration is both 

eppropriate and timely; as it is addressed to all States "To facilitate the 

speedy peaceful settlement of conflict situations and to rrevent the recurrence of 

eituations of this kind. •••" (A/C.l/32/L.l, P• 1) 

Very ol'ten these are called "local" or "limited" crisis or conflict 

situations. But this term is rather conditional in our interrelated vJOrld. 

Ev2ry crisis situation is fraught with the danger of being inflated into a major 

clash and even a global conflict where means of mass destruction could be 

used. Events in the Middle East, Cyprus and Africa confirm this conclusion. 

Hhat is characteristic of the hotbeds of tension and conflict is that 

the greater part o-::' them result from attemp-+;s by colonial and 

imperialist circles first, to stifle by force the legitimate aspirations of the 

peoples to be liberated frnm colonial dependence; secondly, to ra~se a barrier in 

the struggle of people for democracy and social progress.: and, thirdly, to fan 

t~e conflicts that are the vestiges of imperialist domination and colonialism. 

The only 1·1ay to stamp out the hotbeds of tensions and conflicts and to 

strengthen international peace and security is to eliminate the very 

sources which cause such conflicts. This r;rllosophy underlies the United 

Nations resolutions on the elimination of colonialist and racist regimes in 

southern Africa and on the 9eaceful settlement of the conflicts in the 

V.lddle East and Cyprus. Fe fully share this (cilos :)phy and we shall 

continue to support all measures aimed at the implementation of these 

resolutions. 
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In the case of the struggle against colonialism, international detente may 

increase the opportunities for bringing the process of decoloni.za.tion to a final 

end. Detente also creates better condit:.ons for other na.tio1s to ·'lssiRt 

this legi tima.te struggle with a.ll the necessary means so tha.t it can end in 

success. 

The principle of the non-use of force or the threat of the use of force 

is of particular importance for the promotion of detente, and the conclusion 

of a. world treaty on the non-use of force Will greatly further the peaceful 

:=;et t 1emc"nt of 1nt(:;rnatjona.l disputes. 

The efforts to deepen detente a.re a.lso related to those of 

restructuring international economic relations on a democratic basis and 

eliminating discrimination, diktat a.nd inequality in establishing a new 

international economic order. 

In conditions of detente the struggle for the reconstruction of 

international economic relations will acquire new opportunities a.nd dimensions; 

it will lead to the release of greater means for development, for it is well 

known that the arms race has a. devastating effect on the economy of all 

States and in particular the developing countries. 

International practice in recent years provides convincing evidence that 

even the most complicated problems can be resolved through a businesslike 

co-operation among States. There a.re a number of objective factors which 

can furnish favourable conditions for the promotion of international 

co-operation a.nd thus create a climate p·Clpit.iol:.s for the consolidation of 

detente. 

Mankind is facing problems of such a. magnitude that they require a. global 

a.pproa.ch and closer co-ordination of na. tional efforts. I have in mind economic 

progress a.nd develo:rmen t, the rational utilization of natural resources and 

energy, the protection of the environment and the struggle against disease. 

The advancement of the technological revolution will further present new 

challenges which will require concerted action. 

Furthermore, in a.n atmosphere of detente, more favourable conditions 

will be established for the promotion of cultural exchange, mutual understanding 

a.nd respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all. 
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The success of every international measure comes only when the entire 

diversity of interests of different States or groups of States yield to the 

common understanding and responsibility for the fate of man. That is what 

we need now. 

Mr. HARRIMAN (Nigeria): You being an old friend, Mr. Chairman, I 

do not have to congratulate you in the same terms as previous speakers so as 

not to sound banal to you. But I am glad that the principal representative 

of Ghana is directing the affairs of this Committee. We both know the 

historic ties between our two countries. You and I have worked together 

almost continuously in Ghana, elsewhere and in the United Nations during 

the last 20 years in our respective foreign services. 

The subject that we are discussing here is of profound significance to 

us in Nigeria and, I believe, to the rest of the world. We congratulate 

the Soviet Government for once again playing its part in promoting detente and 

for its attempts to •""ffect and give momentum to the spirit and actions 

prescribed by the Helsinki Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

li:urope. 

If my country puts a lot of emphasis on redeployment of resources away 

from the arms race and towards economic development, it is because we believe 

that the only meaningful policy for a developing country is one that would 

improve the basic well-being of its citizens. If we ask for the deepening 

and strengthening of detente, it is because we believe that economic 

development would be easier to achieve in the world under conditions of 

co-operation than those of confrontation. 

lve recall that last year the world Powers came forward on the initiative 

of the Soviet Union with a draft convention on the prohibition of military or 

any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques. To many of 

us it was blood-curdling to conceive that anyone would consider such methods 

of warfare at all. It will be recalled that that convention had the limited 

objective of limiting such war techniques in terms of -·~~lei:.: I!F.csp,:ead) loa~-

lasting or severe effects. We thought su~h types of warefare should 

be ::.ns""antJy banned. However, we gave our support to ~-~a"~ convention in the 
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contl:xt of detente and in the spirit that for confidence-building any step 

forward, h011ever limited, that brought togettcr the su_te:::--PoHers was in the 

right direction tovrards "::re final objective. IV..; thank the Sov-iet Union for that 

initiative last year. 

Detente did not commence with the Helsinki accord. Helsinki was, however, 

the first major attempt by European Powers to elaborate and define the 

principles ',hat should gr:id"' n~lations toHards af'hic~ving tl~at objective. 

We all recall however that after the Second World War accelerated 

development of arsenals became the vogue. There Has the resultant polarization 

vrhich led to the beaming and targeting of the instruments of Har of one group 

against the other, based essentially on ideological and super-Power rivalry. 

That period of confrontation led to a second phase Hhen countries like mine, 

based on the philosophy of non:-alignment and in order to bring about detente 

bctwee:n the so-called East and West, became a third force to mediate or take 

the heat off the contest betHeen East and West. 

The non-aligned movement has consistently Harked toHards reducing tension in 

the Horld at large, -;cd He are encouraged by the groHing co-operation since 

Helsinki among States in the so-called East and West. We must also work 

primarily toHards the removal of the distrust and fears particuJa:::-ly an:ong 

the super-PoHers, for those are the root causes of the insecurity which 

engenders the inability to achieve genuine disarmarr:ent or move forward at 

least in decelerating the arms race. It is our hope that this interaction -

in contacts, technological exchanges and economic pursuits in the social 

and all other fields - and ipso facto toHa.rds grc'R ter interdependence are the 

surest Hay to remove conflict. Such developments that Hill lead to a. safer 

Horld in Hhich to live Hill, I hope, increase and release r-=sources for the 

buildinc; of a better c'lOrld for mankind. 

Those Hho belong to military pacts only fru~trate this trend toHR~ds dctdnte 

They do not create security for themselves but insecurity for humanity, for the 

world is endangered by its polarizCJ.tion into military camps. That is why 

Nigeria is non-aligned, and that is Hhy most third-world countries are 

non-aligned in the interest of Horld peace and security, and in fact 

constitute a. third force in the pursuit of international detente. 
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The policy of detente cannot be allowed to mark time. It n~eds to be 

extended and reflected in all spheres o.f international relations. It must also 

be extended to all regions of the 1mrld. It should b~ developed so that its 

relevance is recognized by both big and small nations. In essence, it is 

necessary for all nations to recogni7.e the need t.o follo-vr policies of peaceful 

co-existence and co-operation in the conduct of their international relations. 

My delegation feels that the big Powers can contribute irr~ensely towards such a 

development. The smaller nations, as it were., often derive their international 

behaviour from the attitude of the big Powers. We have always la~ented big-Power 

politics of creating areas of influence in such regions as Africa. vle think 

that the deepening of detente would help solve the numerous problems we now have 

in Africa and other regions of the world, and in particular the abandonment of 

the approach to some African problems in the context of super-Po-vrer rivalry, and 

at the expense of peace, freedom and human dignity in the African continent. 

Thus it. is important that the United Nations lend the process of detente 

its prestige. To us in the developing countries, the United Nations is 

our appellate court of last resort. The United Nations should not therefpre feel 

unconcerned but should give direction to the desire to strengthen detente. 

There have been questions as to what the term "international detente" means. 

Many times people define the term differently. This difference in definition 

could give rise to. misunderstandings regarding the nature and content of the 

process of detente. There is therefore need to have a generally acceptable 

definition. There is no better formn to acl.opt such A. definition th~?n the 

United Nations General !\ssembly. My delegation therefore believes that the 

draft declaration on the deepening and consolidation of detente issued by the 

Soviet delegation could be used as a basic working paper tp come up with an 

acceptable definition of the words !!international detenten. 

Every year the G~neral Assembly discusses an item entitled nGeneral and 

Complete Disarmamentn. To many people this has become an exercise in futility. 

It has been rendered futile because, despite discussions here, the arms race has 
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continued to escalate. In order to achieve suc~ess in the field of 

disarmament, a climate of peace must be created. Measu.res could then be tal\:en 

in the disarmament field, starting with nuclear weapons. 

In his address to the General Assembly on 13 October 1977, my Head of State 

said on this point, inter alia: 

"The reasons for our anxiety deriveJ of course; from the :recognition 

that if the unbridled race in the production of weapons of mass destruction 

and mutual annihilation between the super-Powers were to continue at the 

present pace, we should be faced with the near certainty of a third :world vrar, 

with all the attendant tragedy and human sufferings that would imply. In 

such an eventuality of a nuclear holocaust, there would probably be no 

victors, and the human race as a whole would be the loser, since the 

generalized destru~tion that would result would obviously recognize no 

political barriers. We hope, therefore, that the gravity of the threat 

posed to world peace and security is equally well recognized by the super

Powers and that the time will soon come when the valuable resources at 

present devoted to such a dangerous pursuit will be more. fruitfully deployed 

fo.r the greatest good of the greatest section of mankind." (A/32/PV. 32, 

pp. 52 and 53-55) 

He went on further to say: 

";In this regard I am encouraged by the growing detente among the super

Powers. Such co-operation in technological, economic and other fields is 

the surest way to develop mutual confidence tprough, inte~dependence, to lead 

to less tension and to encourage disarmament". (ibid., pp. 53-55) 

To conclude, detente should be seen in its broadest context) and not 

in the narrower relations of super-Powers. Detente should embrace all countries, 

and this implies action not only to prevent war - n~clear as well as conventional -

but also action to build peace throughout the world. Thus we shall intensify 

world understanding, facilitate negotiations on disarmament and, ipso facto> 

promote measures against ~conomic backwardness and bridge economic gaps 

which aggravate relations. 
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Detente should embrace the liberation of peoples and countries from 

imperialism, foreign and racist domination and racist oppression, especially the 

type in southern Africa, and the acquisition of territpry by war, together with 

the expansionist policies of Israel in the Middle East. Detente should embrace 

a policy that will restore dignity and a homeland to those deprived of their 

rights in Palestine. 

The deepening and strengthening of international detente should therefore 

be a major contripution to international peace and security, if taken in its 

broad perspective. 

My delegation thanks the Soviet Union once more for its initiative. 

Detente has tended to have the connotation of a bilateral affair and one remote 

to many of us from the third \mrld. \!e are happy tbat it may now ass1x,r,e the 

multilateral trea tJ,:ent llhicb it deserves. For the millions st8rvinrs -vr]lile 

billions of dollars are spent on arms, detente will now have some meaning. 

Mr. ALARCON (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): Mr. Chairman, 

I should like to express to you the satisfaction of my delegation at seeing you 

presiding over this important Committeee of the General Assembly. In the time 

that it has been my privilege to know you, I have learned to appreciate your 

professional and personal qualities,which convince me. that under your guidance 

the First Committee vrill fruitfully fulfil its duties. May we also extend our 

congratulations to the Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur of the Committee. 

The First Committe~ has begun its work this year with the consideration of 

a highly important item. No one can question the fact that the deepening and 

consolidation of international detente and the prevention of ~he danger of nuclear 

vrar are urgent problems of overriding interest to all peoples. VTe must therefore 

voice our gratitude and appreciation to the Government of the Soviet Union for 

taking the very ti~ely initiative of requesting the inclusion of tbe item in 

this year's agenda. 
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The statements made by Foreign Minister Gromyko in the general debate and 

by Ambassador Troyanovsky yesterday have, moreover, helped to put the question 

in its proper perspective, while doing so convincingly and eliciting further 

expressions of gratitude. But, in fact, there are even more profound reasons 

for which the people and Government of the Soviet Union deserve the gratitude of 

all peace-loving peoples in the world. If today it is possible to lessen the 

danger of world war, if we can hope for a peaceful future for all, and if it is 

possible to stay the hand of the aggressor and to contain the war-like tendency 

of imperialism, this is due, first and foremost, to the existence of a powerful 

Socialist State which for six decades has waged a just, unremitting and consistent 

struggle for international peace and coexistence. 
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Detente is above all the fruit of the persevering efforts made by the 

Soviet Government ever since in the first days of glorious October it 

proclaimed, with Lenin t s decree on peace, its will to inetugurc.t'i-.e r.'ur a·ll 

peoples a ne\T era in which international relations would be based on 

equality and co-operation. 

Progress in the field of the process of detente, demonstrated in 

particular by the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe and 

the signing of the Final Act in Helsinki, has opened encouraging prospects 

whose scope could be beneficial to the whole of mankind. Detente is 

acquiring an increasingly influential value in international relations. 

It creates nevr possibilities for co-operation between States >rith different 

social and economic systems, diminishes the danger of military confrontation 

and promotes a more favourable climate for the settlement of existing 

conflicts; but we must not disregard the fact that this is a recent 

phenomenon and that powerful interests conspire against strengthening it. 

It is for this reason that it is necessary to adopt measures which will 

deepen the process of detente and imbue it vrith a universal, irreversible 

character. \Jithin that context it :i.s especially 'important to extend 

political detente to the military field through the conclusion of agreements 

which will put an end to the arms race andlead rapidly towards general and 

complete disarmament under strict and effective international control. 

The Soviet delegation has expressed once again its readiness to take 

important steps to that end. It is now for the Government of the United 

s~~tes and the other nuclear Powers to show their capacity to co-operate. 

Uith regard to general and complete disarmament, I should like to 

repeat the view of my Government that it should be carried out in conditions 

that guarantee the security of all States and that it should include the 

dismantling of all the military bases established by the imperialists in 

various parts of the world. The adoption of urgent decisions to reduce 

military arsenals and to promote disarmament is a key element for the 

strengthening of international detente, since it is the large monopolies connected 

1,rith t!1e military industry that are the major enemies of peace, and that: 

seekinr_s xgains from vrar, encourage conflicts. It is for this reason t1u-l.t it 
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is alarming to see how in the present conditions of detente the United States 

is increasing its military budget to unprecedent~d limits. The development 

of the neutron bomb, furthermore, gives reason for growing concern and is 

~::__.ndr-:rrner'l. throughout the world. 

In order to consolidate detente it is necessary to extend it to all 

regions of the world. The complete elimination of colonialism and racism 

and the cessation of aggressive practices and the policies of force and 

domination exercised by imperialism in Eeveral regions are essential factors 

for the establishment of true international co-operation. The main hotbeds 

of tension that still exlst today are on the agenda of the General Assembly, 

and it >Jould be possible to make progress tm·rards their effective solution 

if there were the necessary political willingness to accede to the legitimate 

interests of those peoples and to comply with the resolutions adopted by the 

United Nations • 

In the Middle East the quest for a just and durable peace demands the 

withdrawal of Israeli troops from the occupied territories and the full 

recognition of the inalienable national ri.'o;hts of the Palesti.ni.an pe-::>ple, 

including its right to constitute a State in its homeland. In any ne:oti.ati.on 

on this question, the Pa~.esti.ne Li.'Jerati.on Organization, the sole legitimate 

representative of the Palestinian people, must be included on a footing of 

eCfclBl i ty 

Cyprus continues to be a source of tension but, above all, represents 

a serious challenge to the authority and prestige of our Organization. i:le 

must act in order to achieve the immediate withdrawal of foreign troops from 

that island, while ensuring strict respect for the independence, sovereignty, 

territorial integrity and non-alignment of Cyprus. 

In >Jestern and southern Africa, the existence of the racist regimes of 

Pretoria and Salisbury and the unlawful occupation of Namibia are factors 

which endanger peace and threaten the security of all African States. The 

imperialist Governments have traditionally supported the minority racist 

regimes and today are still manoeuvring to gain time for Vorster and s~r.i.th 

and to undermine the oppressed peoples in that region while preventing the 

achievement of their emancipation. Thus they have embarked on a course 
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which is a threat to ir~ernational detente and is doomed to failure. If 

there is a true desire to put an end to racist tyranny in southern Africa 

and to find a just solution for the problems affecting that part of the 

world, there is no course but that of imposing total isolation C)f the 

Pretoria and Salisbury regimes, vhile giving byoad eff'ecti ve support to 

the national liberation movements in those Territories. 

The elimination of colonialism and foreign oppression all over the 

world, the renunciation of the policy of force and the recognition of the 

inalienable right of all peoples to decide their mm future and to endmv 

themselves vrith the social system best suited to them and to have the free 

use of the-ir wealth and resources are sine qua non conditions for the 

building of .a new system of international relations based on peace and 

co-operation. The essential pillar of such a system should be the 

radical transformation of the structure of the international economy, with the 

el -tm-tnati.cm of subordi_nat-ton an0 dependency, c~mpled 11Hh the putti.n": 'Jf an end t'J 

exploitation by imperialist monopolies and contributing to the accelerated 

development of under-developed countries. 
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It is the obvious duty of the United Nations to deepen and ":>n:-1~1l i.date 

international detente and to prevent the danger of nuclear war. The draft 

declaration and draft resolution proposed by the Soviet Union, if adopted, 

would r~:rres""l'"l·. important contributions to the fulfilment of that duty. 

That is why they have the support of my delegation. He urt_;e the members 

of the Committee to give them their ~nthusi.esti.c support. 

Mr. KITTANI (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): The dele"·8tic:m 

of the Republic of l:nHJ. welcomes the initiative of the Soviet Union :....eacUnr: 

to the tnclusion of this item in the agenda of the thirty-second session of 

the General Assembly. This new initiative represents a step forward and 

forms part of the actions undertal~en in recent years to bring the General 

Assembly and this Committee back to the ideals and principles of the 

United Nations Charter and to emphasize those principles J respect for which is 

an obll.n:ation deri.vil\'3 f'rsm tl·e nePi for S8\lr1d i1,ter1.at·[ons; relations. 

He therefore believe that consideration -::Jf the deepening and 

consolidation of international detente and the prevention of the danger 

of nuclear war provides an opportunity for us to explain the position of 

the Government of Iraq on certain questions connected Hith the very 

substance of thi.s matter. At this preliminary stac;e of the consideration 

of item 127 of the agenda we shall confine ourselves to maki.ng some 

general comments, without however going into detail concerning the draft 

declaration on the deepenin:"': and consolidation of international detente or 

the draft resolution on the prevention -::Jf the danger of nuclear war, both 

of which have been submitted by the Soviet Union. At a subsequent stage 

in our discussions we shall speak in detail on these matters in accordance 

with the decision taken by this Committee on its Hork programme for this 

session. 

Fi.rst J "c,l:"_c.; r .'.'incipJ.CS "'r:"] otin:::; to the r}e.::;;;l"r:inc; of detente 2nd the prevention 

of the danc;er of r:.uclear uar ar.: .::n~onc; tb very founc'lations cf tLc pclicy of 

:c.on-al:·.Q;nlen[; vhh:h Iraq ccnside:rs to iJe tLe corllcr .. stcr:.c of its foreiQ;n policy. 

Some of r[ly colleaQ;ues, rcopresentati ves of non-aliQ;ned countries, huvc mentioned 
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this point and referred to the Dec:, a:ratiorcs of the :Ea'Cldunc; Conference and 

the fifth Summit Meeting of non-aligned countries held in Colombo in 

August last year. For our part, we shall mention only the resolutions 

of the fi.rst Conference held in Belgrade in 1961, vhen the 

danger of confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union and 

their respective allies was the first question to be studied by the 

participants in that Conference. The Belgrade Declarati.on laid stress on 

the need to adopt practical measures to put an end to confrontation and 

bring about detente. Further, that Declaration stated that the policy of 

blocs constituted a genuine danger to world peace and the future of 

international relations. 

The Belgrade Conference also called for urggnt measures to be adapted 

in the field of disarmament and stated that non-aligned countries should 

participate in all discussions relating to disarmament. 

Secondly, the other non-aligned Conferences have reaffirmed those 

ideas so that there can remain no doubt about the paramount role played by 

the non-aligned movement in changing the structure of international 

relations and in the creation of a new political and economic order 

c;overninG; those relations based upon interdependence, respect for the rights 

of all countries and renunciation of the policy of domination and hegemony. 

I would add that any attempt to use the policy of detente as a pretext 

for consolidating the existing situation, to impede the progress of the 

liberation movements and to prevent peoples from exercising their right to 

self-determination and sovereignty over their natural resources should be 

resisted firmly. Along with other non-ali.gned countries we insist 

that internati.onal detente should be genuine and c;er.teral and r.ot ccme about at the 

expense of small countries. Nor should it be based on di.viding up zones of 

influence or maintaining the interests of colonialism, neocolonialism, 

imperialism and racist minority regimes in southern Africa and occupied 

Palestine. 

Thirdly, as we see it, detente should mean that countries which 

dominate the world economy and -vmrld trade rc,ust be p:.·epared to G;i ve a favot:rable 

response to requests from developing countries 1rhjch desire, the 
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establishment of a new world economic order based upon recognition of their 

legitimate economic rights c.nd mutual interest in ir:terno.t:ional relations. 

The fact that the industrialized countries are not in any hurry to satisfy 

these aspirations is one of the major sources of tension in international 

relations and a fundamental obstacle to the creation of the new international 

community to which we aspire. 
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Fourthly, as we knoH, certain vJestern circles, particularly in the 

United States, are ceaselessly striving to use the policy of detente 1rith 

the Soviet Union and the socialist countries to exert pressure against 

them so that immigration to Israel and occupied Palestine can be accelerated. 

They use to this end all the media of information and policy that they have 

at their disposal. We condemn these a:ttempts and we insist that concerted 

efforts be made to put an end to them. The Foreign Minister of Iraq spol<;:e 

of the danger posed by this immigrati~1 when he mentioned the problem of 

Palestine in the ger.eral debate in the plenary Assembly a few days ago. 

Fifthly, with regard to the prevention of the danger of l'i'ar, and 

nuclear war in particular, the Republic of Ir>J.q reaffirms its unmvering 

position with regard to the need to turn away from the present phase, in 

vhich negotiations are based on the limitation of the arms race and putting 

an end to the stock-piling of nuclear arms in view of the dangers it poses, 

towards the taking of practical and effective measures to reduce nuclear 

armament and bring about full and complete disarmament. 

Vle therefore want measures taken to reach an agreement on the total 

prohibition of nuclear tests. We reaffirm that it is necessary to strengthen 

special arrangements to prevent the expansion of nuclear arms in the world 

and the implementation of treaties concluded to this end, and, similarly, 

with regard to the application of Unit~d Nations resolutions, to create 

denuclearized zones in the Middle East. 

We state that it is necessary for the developing countries to benefit 

from nuclear technology for economic purposes. 

Sixthly, and finally, the delegation of the Republic of Iraq would 

like to stress the role of the Un~ted Nations in bringing about the objectives 

inherent in the Soviet initiative. We believe that the weal<;:ening of the role 

of this Organization and the failure to respect the principles of the Charter 

and resolutions of the United Nations are the fundamental reasons for the 

tension which exists and for the maintenan~e of the danger of war in Arab 

countries, particularly in southern Africa. 
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Among the new foundations of the ne-t~ international order, which v1e 

look fon1ard to and for which we are striving, is the strengthening of the 

United Nations so that it can have the opportunity to play its role fully 

and to see that its resolutions are complied vlith and that the fundamental 

principles to which we are all committed by our signing of the Charter are 

complied with. 

Mr. ARNELLO (Chile) (interpretation from Spanish): Allow me first 

of all, Sir, to express the satisfaction of my cle'et£atiun at ycur electicn 

as Chairman of this Committee and to congratulate you and the other officers 

of the Committee. 

The fact that the item under discussion may be the object of comments 

on other occasions makes it unnecessary at this time to take too much of 

the time of the representatives, and therefore in a very fevl minutes we shall 

refer to some interesting aspects brought forward in the discussion of 

yesterday and this morning. 

The item proposed by the Soviet Union has two different aspects: the 

deepening and consolidation of international detente on the one hand, and the 

prevention of the danger of nuclear var on the other It seems to me at 

first glance that it ~s difficult to reconcile the idea of discussing these 

two questions jointly. It v70uld appear to be rather unpleasant to feel the 

presence of the danger of nuclear vlar unless detente is somehm1 connected 

with it. In other words, to link up· detente necessarily vli th the prevention 

of nuclear war might appear, to say the least, to be restrictive or something 

that in some way conditions peace. 

Chile is a peaceful country and its love of peace, as can be seen 

throughout its history and as reiterated in its adherence to the principles 

of the United Nations Charter, has made it possible for my country to live 

in peace for many years and to hope to do so for many years to come. It does 

have some remarks to make in respect of detente, but none the less it supports it. 
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My Foreign Minister, in his statement before the plenary General Assembly, 

said tp~t the Chilean Government supports detente because it is: 
1T a means of lessening international tension and because, to the 

extent that it is applied in good faith, it dispels the threat of 

v70rld conflict . n 

He added: 

"Nevertheless, we feel that for the process of detente to be 

valid, it should be extended to all nations. nly then will its ultimate 

aim, the maintenance of peace, become real and effective, responding to 

the moral desire of mankind." (A/32/PV.21, pp. 41 and 42) 

In order to analys~ detente we have to acknowledge some of the political 

facts that condition it. Yesterday, we listened with very special attention 

to the assertions made by the representatives of Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka and 

India, for instance, which we fully and sincerely share. The ideas they put 

forward were expressed with sucp clarity and eloquence that it is hardly 

necessary for us to repeat them. But, apart from this, in respect. of the 

political aspects of detente we must recognize at least h1o things. Detente 

is a policy between the super-Pov1ers, a policy of super-Power blocs. It \las 

born of a need to create a policy to replace the one that existed during 

the so-called cold war period, the cold war which, through th~ so-called 

deterrent means, sought to prevent war by deterring the enemy. 

But the cold war has consequences which we are all more than acquainted vii th 

and vlhich for many, in :r;articular for primary-commodity-producing countries, 

represented enormous pr~judice in those cases where the materials they 

produced vJere strategic. 
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Obviously, d~tente seeks to prevent the danger of war; obviously, it 

s2eks to replace the cold vlar policy by l'n-JrrvU l!t:': t_ .. ,,_~:\ a·-,0_ 

confidence between the suoer-Pov1ers, among blocs of nations, vlhile 

L1rogressi ve ly and increasingly )Jromoting normal relations. But as we 

understand it, it involves a thesis of balance, the idea of neutralizing 

v:i th one 1 s own forces the forces of the adversary. In other vJOrds, in this 

sense vie understand that detente is not the synonym of peace_. nor is it 

the only means, the only 11olicy conducive to peace. 

The countries of the third world have not asl\:ed for a policy of 

detente in order to live in peace and to maintain international relations 

of peace v1ith other nations. I repeat, we support the spirit underlying 

detente which should be truly applied in all the ~cl~ ·les of the super

PmJers •,r:l_s·-a-vis oth2r States, that is to say, not only between those 

countries themselves but in their relations with a~l countries in the 

·world. In our view, this implies a number of things. It makes it 

essential, first of all, to spell out the content of this concept of 

detente. This is no easy task. 

Th2 11ord "det2nte", to begin ·1-1i th, and the translation of that -v1ord 

is inappropriate; many of the translations are even contradictory. In 

Spanish, the translation of '\lelenten, the worCi "-~-~_e_n_<:_ion" in Spanish, means 

precisely the opposite of what 11e are trying to say. In my language the 

meaning of the word ndetente" is not th::: relaxation of tension, "''hic:lt ve 

assume ~'detente" means, but ratl1er to carry U·rat tew:::iun t(• 

the extreme -in other 1vords, the opposite. 

In English - perhaps not by chance, because English is such a precise 

language - there is no accurate one-\,01'0 transla cion and 1-1e h.l 'le to find a whole 

sentence to express what 1-12 mean. Even the French word itself is imbued 

vi th t'r:at mee:m'ln,o; of balanr:e 5 of armed cquilibriL<.m since 5 as representatives know, 

it means a trigger, an instrument which preve.nts a shot from going off but 

which none the less can fire the shot as well .. 

If we consider tlE concept underlying the 1·10rd, we find that that too 

is imprecise, that parties to d~tente interpret it as meaning a number of 

things. If we look, for instance, at the definition given by the 
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Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union in his statement, and ii we look at 

I·Jhat is said, for instance, in the Helsinki :Final !~ct, I·L:: see andeniable 

differences in emphasis between on2 and the other. If 1-1e attempt to 

sp.~ll it out, on the other hand, through the specific ~e:rT=-.:t_catic:L of 

detente in the 1wrld over the years that that policy has been ic. forcF- 7 

\Je do not find it very useful either, because it has only been applied 

in part. That application has been questionable, I v1ould even say at times 

unjust, and there have even been moments when it has seemed lil:e a 

mockery. In the y:::ars of detente we have seen undue interference in th-e 

internal and external affairs of other States; 1-1e have even vii tnessed support 

in some parts of the 110rld, to say nothing of the:: ideological 11arfare 

that still continues. In other 1wrds, its application does not mal\:e it 

possible to spell out the actual content of this concept either. 

He feel that these imprecisions, thes2 difficulti:::s, because of the 

inappropriateness of the concept or the 1wrd, call for a prior effort 

before we can use it in instruments 11hich, one way or another, mean that 

they ,co;rant tllis the natare of a stibstal"tiv:~ prir,icple of il:tc:l'l'8t:iur.al lawJ 

or some substantive law 01 an international juridical order. 

\'
1e belie1re that at this tine it is ir'lportant J as v.·as stated ·by one 

rE:presentative yesterday, r~o rev·ert to the principles c.f +;he Cltarter, d'.lly to 

assess and consider them, to study items such as the one before us in the 

context of I.Jhat vJe find in the United Nations Charter and its principles, 

11hile analysing policies in their due: world context. \·l<e must therefore 

carefully study the vievJS of the third >wrld countries 1-1hose represeetati ves 

hav<e spol:en here and which sho11 hm-1, once again, it is necessary to 

determine behaviour and policies in keeping \•lith the required r.::spect for 

United Nations principles, the rights of men and nations and the most 

open good faith in international relations in our quest for peace and 

respect for human beings. 
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The CHAIRMAN: Ambassador Amerasinghe of Sri Lanka uishes to speak 

to make a correction. 

Mr. AMERASINGHE (Sri Lanlm): I have asked to be alloved to speak on 

a point of personal explanation, and I am grateful for the indulgence sho1vn me. 

I think it is important that I should make tlns explanation because, if I did 

not do so, there might be many Members who would take offence at what is 

reported in the verbatim record of my statement of yesterday. 

On page 17 of the English version of the provisional verbatim record 

(A/C.l/32/PV.5) I am reported to have stated - and I am quotin8 from the first 

paragraph - that on another occasion I had described one of the causes of 1v-ar 

as trthe stupidity of nationsn. 

I did not say trstupidityn. I used the word rrcupidityn. I have to make 

this explanation now lest unnecessary offence be caused to my colleagues here. 

People might argue that there is not much difference bet\.reen stupidity and 

cupidity) but I 1rould never accuse others of an affliction from which I may 

suffer. 

The CHAIRMAN: I have no doubt that the Secretariat has taken note 

of the remarks of the representative of Sri Lanka, and that the correction vrill 

be made accordingly. 

The meeting rose at l p.m. 


